EMOTIONAL SOURCES OF COMMON DISEASES

Ears: Too hard to accept what is being said.
Throat: Fear of change, inability to speak up, anger,
frustratied creativity,. Laryngitis: too angry to speak; Sore
Throat= anger;
Tonsilitis or Thyroid: stifled creativity; deeply stifled
creativity in Leukemia.

Heart: Heart is love. Blood is joy. Heart
attacks are a denial and sqeezing out of love
Lungs: Inability to take in / give out life;
denial of life. Emphysema / too much
smoking: denial of life, inferiority.
Arms: Ability to embrace. Old
emotions held in joints.
Hands: Holding on too tightly to
money or relationships.
Arthritis: criticism of self / others.

Fingers:
Index: ego, anger, fear.
Thumb: worry
Middle: anger right=man,
left=woman.
Ring: Unions and grief.
Little: family and pretense.
Knees: Inflexibility, unable to bend, pride,
ego, stubbornness, fear of change, selfrighteousness.

Legs: Fear / reluctance of moving forward, not
wanting to move.
Varicose veins: Hating where we stand.

Feet: Self-understanding, moving forward

Source: Based on the work of Louise Hay (Heal Your Body and You Can
Heal Your Life) and Alice Steadman (Who's the Matter With Me?)
Diagram created by Suchinta Abhayaratna

Head: Us- what we show the world, something radically wrong.
Headaches: Invalidating self.. Migraines: Anger,
perfectionism, frustration.
Sinus: Irritated by
someone.
Neck: Flexibility
issues.

Breasts: Mothering, over mothering a person
/thing/ place/ experience. Breast Cancer: Deep
resentment attached to over-mothering.
Stomach: Inability to digest ideas / experiences.
Who / what can't you stomach? Fear.

Colon: Constipation is inability to let go, d lack of trust
of having enough, hoarding. Diarrhea: fear of holding

Genitals: Femininity / Masculinity issues,
rejecting sexuality, "sex is dirty", "the body is
unclean".
Bladder infections: Holding in hurt.

Kidneys: Fear. Difficulty processing
life.
Accidents: Expressions of anger, frustration, rebellion.
Anorexia/Bulimia: Self-hate, denial of life nourishment, not
good enough.
Asthma: Smother-love, guilt complex, inferiority complex.
Back: Upper - Not feeling supported emotionally, needing
support.
Middle: Guilt.
Lower: Burnout, worrying about money.
Burns, boils, sores, swelling: Anger
Cancer: Deep resentment, distrust, self-pity, hopelessness,
helplessness.
Overweight: Needing protection, insecurity.
Pain: Guilt seeking punishment - notice where it manifests.
Skin: Threatened individuality, others have power over you.
Thin-skinned, feeling skinned alive, need self-nurturing.
Stiffness: Inflexibility, stiffness of mind, fear. Notice where it
manifests.
Strokes: Negative thinking, stopping of joy, forcing change of
direction.
Swelling: Stagnated thinking, bottled up tears, feeling trapped.
Tumors: False growth, tormenting old hurt, resisting healing.
Uterine tumors: nursing slights to femininity, misogyny.
Ulcers: Not being good enough, lack of self-worth.

